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Dear Peter,

8:00 a.m., Bophelong Hospit-and wheeled to a bed in the
al, afikeng, Bophuthatswana.
G6, Casualty Ward. fat, very
sick looking man is brought into
the casualty ward by a woman and
another man. They are all
o ure!ds" (the South African term
for light skinned blacks) and
are more talkative than the rest
of the people in the waiting
room who are TSwanas.

The woman is speaking
rapidly to one of the sisters
when the sick man, in a sudden,
unexpected rush begins vomiting
a large quantity of blood. The
man is sick with such force that
the blood splashes from the floor
onto the walls and the nearby
ptients.

A bucket and wheelchair are
brotht quickly to his side. The
other patients, even those
splattered, are either too sur-
orised or too concerned to
register disgust at what has
occurred. The "coloured" man
is so obviously ill.

The man is helped into the
chair,

ward. Dr. Uli Krech, a 22- yr. old
Swiss physician is

first call today.. However,
a middle aged Afrikaaner,
Dr. Jacque Eriel is covering
the ward when I arrive. It is
he who is called to dminister
to the "coloured" msm.

I meeh Dr. Krie just after
he has seen the man. With a
broad mile and firm handshake
Dr. Kriel pulls me along with
him, explaining that dramatic
things like this do not happen
often, and asks me how I have
been for the past nine months.

"Tou know about me?"
"Oh, yes. I’ve known

about you. The Dutoit’s told me
you were coming. You must forgive
me for not getting in contact
with you. I had not forgotten
you, it was simply a choice not
to call you because I was so
very busy." I am not quite sure
what to make of this but he
seems o sincere, and is so
jovial, I consider it a positive
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comment. We talk a bit more a "Labothica IV luid Therapy
and then I do my best to turn Chart" and a hand madie er
into his shadow, entitled "n Your arks, Ge, Set

Sister asubi is a Ready GO.’ ’. ’. Cardiae. Ar-.rest.’ .’ .’"
stout, confident woman who There are eight nurses wor,
carries herself like at leasZ, ing in the reception room and
one of everybody’s distant thirty four people waiting to
aunts. She calls Dr. Kriel be seen by Dr., Krech and Dr.
to look s.,t what she believes Kriel. Many of the people
to be a serious case. The waiting to be seen are mothers
ins,n- is a miner, a contrsct with babies to be innoculated.
worker found unconscious in ,ll of the people waiting carry
the bushveldt by fellow work- a pale blue folder with their
ers. Now he is confused and records, and most wait patier1y..
bleeding from the nose so-he They are q..uiet, s,nd subdued.
is immediately given sugar and Dr. Krech grabs me (and
saline. Dr. Kriel admits him grab I mean. She was on the Swiss
for observ<.tion thinking he National Sailing Team, and it
might be suffering hypoglycem- shows), and we go off o a war
ia nd hypothermia due to labled simply A-6o Two burn
exoosure. A night out cold in patients, both children, need
the cold is not very healthy, to be checke. They both have.

The man is very dirty tventy to enty-five percent
and unkempt and poor Sister burns; just about the limit
asabi is taking note of for survivability. The one
this with visible disapproval., e.hild’s entire torso front is
Dr. KriSl we..rs blue jeans burned. Perhaps because the
under his white coat. undamaged skin is so dark, and

We move back to the the contrast between it and
observation room which is the pink and white burned areas,
clean and well equipped. r., so great, I find the sight dif-
eo, the chief phs,rmacist ho ficult to take at first. I
is also bl% ck, drops in to have to put on sterile booties
chst. Dr. Kriel s.eaks with and a mask, but the room for
h._n for five minutes bfore the severely burned children is,
he reslizes he does not know hardly sterile according to
him. Dr. Krech.

A small boy of 6 years A hi-lo European style
is brought in by his older ambulance horn alerts Dr. Krech
sister who is twelve. "Just a to a new arrival, and we return

" he tells to the emergency room. A younglittle GI infection,
her, instructing her to also an is wheeled in on a stretche.r,
give him plenty of fluids. Next but a senior nurse wheels him
is a oms,n for an exsminatio back into the hallway. She ts/es
s.nd I offer to leave the room. several bags of I.V. solution

Out in the hall the staff and a couple of catheters,,with her.
are very polite to me. I wander Dr. Krech continues with
into the "Emergency Room" while the oatients who have been waiting,
waiting. There are many bags A middle aged woms,n is led into
of de.trose:, sodium chloride,, the room. She looks stoney faced
and ringer ls.ctate on metal and unanimated. When Dr. Krech
shelving, Also there are asks the woman to undress she
c,.8,the.ters and tracheal tubes, does not--as with Dr, Kriel---
The instructions on the, w,alls ask me to leave the room. I am
are all in English, includ-g surprised but ay nothing. Also,



this woman appears so remote
it does not seem to matter to
her that I am there. Dr.Kriel’s
patient looked obviously un-
comfortable when asked to
undress while I was in the
room. I do not know if this
has to do with color or power,
ty. I do not think I will find
out, e ither.

Even. though Dr. Krech
carries out her examination
with a sheet over the we-man’s
lower torso and legs, I read

a few more of the signs on the
wall anyway.

woman begins singing in
the hallway. Sister Masuabi
says the woman is conused
may sing until sundown unless
given something to Calm her
down.

The man brought in by the
ambulance has been taken to
one of the beds in the open
part of the casualty ward.
There are curtains, however.
An I.V. has been started and
Dr. Krech is using a suction
to clean out his mouth. He is
young, and unconscious now.

Word comes back that the
miner has a fractured skull.
The woman ontinues to sing.
S1 reeDgnize a nursery rhyme
among her ramblings in Tswana..
Dr. Krech moves over to the
next cubicle to a man holding
the tiniest, cutest., but sick-
e st looking baby I have ever
seen. The child’s face ,is
swollen completely; cheeks
lips, and eyes are puffy. IThis
is when obsering becomes
frustrating. I want to help,
to do something immediately. I
want them to do something
to fix this little child
instantly. But as the standard
questions are asked of the
father, i realize there is no
MacDonald’s medicine here.
Probably not anywhere else
either, but it takes being here
to become fully aware of that
fact. )

12:30 p.m. For the young man
who was brought in unconsoious by
the ambulance, Dr. Mafasa Hlaha,
the black assistant superintenient,
and one o9 the Israeli doctors
are called in for consultation.
The woman in the hallway is chant-
ing now. The three doctors, the
young white Swiss woman, the middle
aged black South frican .officially:
Bophuthatswanan), and the middle
aged white Russian Israeli consult
on the patient.

An old man begins to rant
incoherently (to me, that is).
Sister Masuabi translates that the
old man believes his daughter to
have robbed him Of his savings.
The daughter looks on tolerantly,
her arms crossa, and quiet.

The unconscious man is prepped
and Dr. Krech now alone, tries to
stick a very large needle into
his back. She is trying to perform
a spinal tap, otherwise known as
a lumbar uncture. Even with two
people holding him in a literal
bear hug he stiffens repeatedly
out of pain or in a fil. Either
way, he is impossible to hold still
enough to work on.

"t was my first LP and I
failed, " Dr. Krech says with a
brave attemptat a smile.

"It’s a difficult position,’" I
offer.

"Yes, half on the foor."
Even I_ know spinal taps are

difficult.
Half an hour later the old

man still shouts, but the. woman
is now strangely quiet.

Back in the examination room
Dr. Krech hands me an x-ray and
says, "look at this beautiful
-ray. It was of a prisoner who
had hurt his hand. I could have
been a. plumber and known what was
wrong. (That J-sleeve done come
off the main or, y man’s thumb is
doin’ the hurt dance.) The thum
is completely separated from t
hand.

Another prisoner is brought
in with an armed guard. The guard
wears brown pants, a plaid shirt
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s silly looking necktie that
reaches maybe the middle of
his chest, and a large auto-
matic--handle forward--on h
belt. (ah, these cowboys.)
"Prisoner is to be examined
so that he might be caned for
theft," says the form. The
punishment is to be four
strokes of the cane on his
bare buttocks. He has been
fecund guilty of stealing a
ball point pen and shoe polish
from the Mmabatho OK Bazaars.
After being caned he will be
free. No imprisonment.

Dr. Krech is a little
impatient and disapproving of
this activity, but she exam
ines the prisoner. The 19yr.
old boy is dressed moderately
well but his atent leather
shoes stand out. Dr. Krech
asks, "are these the shoes he
stole the oolish for?" The
fellow looks understandably
morose as Dr. Krech and I ry
not to laugh.

A black mechanic enters
and displays a rash on his
foot that has reoccurred sie
1978. The note from the
garage where he works includes
a wonderful admission from
his white employer. The note
re.ds "s you have all of t
laboratories and doctors
please see what can be done."
This sort of commen. is good
to see, according to Dr. Krech
because Bophelong has always
been the "black" hospital,
nd Victoria Hospital in the
center of town for whites only.

Victoria only ha GP’ s,
Boohelong is a much larger
hosoital, is betterequipped,
and has specialists. And yet,
most of the whitesprefer to
go to Victoria. There are still
few whites seen at Bophelong.
(Dr. Krech relates a few tales
of spectacular incompetence by
Victoria’s doctors--off the
record, of course.) Yet, com-
ments like that of the whit
KBPL8, July 1982

mechanic indicat a begrudge,
but nonetheless gradual acceptance
of the blak doctors and technicians.

:45 p.m. The flow of
patients continues. Mr. Leo,
the black chief pharmacist sticks

"Ihis head in and says, m going
home now. t’s like a Monday,
there are so many peopl.."

The xrays of a man come and
the fractur of his skull is
quite obvious. However, this man
walke in by himself. He wore a
handkerchief around his face like
a bandit. It was there to control
the bleeding from his nose.

For the next two hours I
am in operating room #1 (of three)
with Doctors Krech, Hlahana, and
Malkin. Dr. Malkin "dopes" as
administering the anaesth.tic here
is called. Dr. Krech assists
Dr. Hlahana, who spends the better
prt of l1/2 hours using a hsnd drill
with S/4 inch bit to ore a hole
into the skull of the miner. The
poor fellow has a massive fracture
and Dr. Hlahana is forced to remove
a two inch square piece of his
skull. The operating room is
lively as many nurses come in just
to see some of the unusual
operation. Dr. Malkin very patitly
exolains all of the equipment to
me, while Dr. Hlahana very patierly
explains to everybody why this
man’s skull is so thick. "He has
hs..d a previous fracture on the
back of the hed, and the bone has
grown thick. Our friend here
has been hit from behind before."
Dr. Hlahana has to use a pair of
sturdy looking pliers to break away
the edges of the hole and ,.even it
out. Occssionally as he uses
both hands to break off a piece,
little chips are shot off in all
directions. Glasses are called for
as some of the particles are
hitting him and nurses in the face.

Finally a drain is put in and
the man’s head is sewn up. Dr.
Hlahana tells me a plate will be
put in on another occasion, after
the miner has recovered a bit.
There is time now, for it will take



this man at least four months
te recever from the injury
and eperation

Dr. Krech is trying to
get the man te breathe on his
ewn by gently but continueusly
sling him en the cheek. As
I leok at her werking en him,
and the pieces ef his skull
in the stainless steel bewl,
I wonder if there is going te
be any part ef his head that
is net going te hurt when he
wakes up.

Next is the ether prise
er, the ene with the great
x-ray ef his thumb. Dr. Krech
gives him an injection and
after waiting fer the anaesthe-
tic to werk, she tries to set
the thumb. He feels pain how-
ever, and she steps, turig
te me. "That was three times
the normal dosage for his
weight. He must be an alsoholic
and develeped a telerance. "
She schedules him for surgury
a 8:00 p.m.

It is back to the casualt2
wsrd and Dr. Kriel. An infar
is brought in by its seventeen
yer old mother. He had green-
ish stools and is very het. H
is te be admitted. The sensiti-
vlty of the mother is remark-
able. We have seen so many
children, and teo many mothers
with toe many children.

Dr. Eriel is moved by this
unique oair. He asks her if
she is breastfeeding, and when
she shses her head bashfully,
Dr. Eriel clucks disapprovingl
Is the child immunized No, and
more clucks from Dr. Eriel. The
mother and child ara admitted
and Dr. Kriel promises repeat-
edly to try and have her out
by enday in time for sChool
She is wery concerned about
not missing any school.

There is no activity in
the ward for a while and Dr.
Kriel and I get a chance te
talk.

Dr. Eriml came to mabatho
in 1975 te help start the Uni-

versity ef Behuthatswana. He
has been out ef clinical medicine
since that time, and it is fer
that reasen that he is fellewing
the reutine ef an intern now, even
though he is in his fifties and a
well knewn physician in Seth
Africa. He has left his esitien
as rcter of the university here,
and will resume teaching medicine
in Seuth Africa.

One ef his greatest teaching
concerns is what he describes as
the hidden curriculum, er simply
teo much training ef young dectors
by specialists. He feels students
get the wrong assumptiens about
what is needed in the way of
specialized equipment in the hospital.
They come to believe good medicine
cannet be practiced eutside ef
that environment. In turn, this
creates guilt over "not really
practici.ng ’good’ medicine. Or
worse, a’lenging for Egypt’which
has them shortly leoking fer posit-
ionsas specialists in large medical
complexes, absndoning the rural
hospitals where they are so
desperately needed."

As interested as he is in teach-
ing a different mdical philosophy
to his students, Dr. Eriel is
somewhat unsure about returning te
a lar, city hospital complex.
He does not seriously think a
medical philosophy urging a lack
of deendence on specialized
equipment can be successfully
taught in a high tech environmen
However, Dr Kriel credits Dr.
ekhobe (Bephuthatswana’s black
minister of health who also carries
a sizable clinical load st Boph-
elong), with successfully teachin
his interns under this new
philosophy.

5:00 p.m.o Dinner. It is a
relief to get away from the
hospital. I cn understand how
doctors can develop bad eating
habits. I have been so busy just
fellowing them around there has
been no time for a cup ef coffee,
let alon a sandwich. I s
ravenous

In a locl roadhouse, which
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is a combination corner store
snd fst food restaurant, 1
order a chicken. I have never
been to one of these before,
,nd I watch in awe as the
entire thing is submerged in
a vt of oil. They fish it
out a little whilelater,
without so much as a perfunct-
ory shake, it is stuffed drip-
ping and oozing into a paper
bag. And I thought watching
the doctors operate was
unsettling.

6:10 p.m. A man is brought
in bleedig from the hed and
moaning semi-consciously. He
is shirtless snd has multi-col-
ored string tied around his
biceps. Dr. Kreh outs in an
I.V., tskes his blood pressu.
The man’s forehes,d is a mess,

but when he spoken to by
the nurse, he is coherent. He
hs been fighting, and hs two
s tsb wounds in t1e back snd
one lsrge cut across his hea
and face. He is quite drunk.
(In the opersting room Dr.
8,1kin said to me, "it’s not
thst they drink too much, but
ths,t they drink too, too, too
much." )

8:00 p.m. Another
injury. We sre told he stop-
Deal another ms.n from s tepping
in front of a c:ar and the
oeople got out and bes, him.
This fellow looks more
distraught than aI[1 of the
others. He is a bit drunk, but
he hs,s also ben beten severe-
ly.

Dr. Krech comes in and
shows us a broken ale. Dr.
:ikin ar’ives s,nd with Dr.
Krech and Dr. Kriel the in-
house j oking begins.

9:45 p.m. Joking over. Two
se.os,rate stab wounds and a
spinal tap on s0 bs,by. Dr. Kriel
does the latter effortlessly.
He tells me of an unusual case
for a civilized eulture as this,

A woman came in with "hysteria.
She had comolained of an

injured and thus stiff neck, but
was easily tricked into moving
it in ways to indicate it, was
not actually stiff. Even when
confronted with this facet he
maintained she had the injury.
She was well dressed, and
relatively sohisticsted, but
gave ever2 indicstion of suffer-
ing from what Dr. Kriel eottld
only diagnose as eightemnth
century-style hysteria. He is
fscinted by the case. He asks
me my opinions, and then muses,
"maybe it was some thing she read."

A woman enters complaining
of backache. With a wink to me
Dr. Kriel asks if she wants to
lso know
if she is pregnant. "Yes, to

" the woman snswers.investigs,te,
Dr. Kriel gives her his not very
c onvincing angry look. "You come
at 11:30 p.m. Saturday night
to find out if you’re pregnant
and don’t expect me to be cross?"

The woman is embarrassed,
but still wants to know. He examines
her, somewhat apologetically
elaining to me, "after all of
this I can’t send her on her v;8,y."
She has a protruded bell so
that Dr. lriel says, "with a belly
like ths,t you come to the
hospital to find out if you’re
regnant? Even your oohma
grandmother, syn. with blind

in this context) could tell you
you’re pregns,nt." But then he
begins the examination and finds
out her stomach is, alws,ys like
this, even when she is not pregnant.
In this case, however, she is.

Dr. Ririel explains that
speaking about sexual or genital
issues is difficult for the
Tswanas and they will often
complain of other things to
avoid the subject directly.

A man with a deep stab wond
in the lower back is iven a
uick look by Dr. Ririel. It
appears to ha pierced the lung,
but the. man who is lying on his
stomach, is joking with his friends
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in the hallway. "You certainly
look joll, says Dr. Kriel
a bit surprised. The man says

few words in Tswana, grins,
and then says something else.
On of the Sisters translates
"olese, I’m dying, please
help me." ors grins. Dr. Krie
smiles at me and says, "I
think you’ll survive, ’’ and
sends him off fer x-rays. The
results come back unusually
fast. The knife pierced the
lung, however the lung has
reinflated itsslf. Dr. Eriel
relaxes for a few minutes and
explains te me how that could
occur, and wht he would have
don had it net.

Fer a few minutes there
is welcome silence, and we
allow each other time for
private thoughts.

I must try nd reconcile
soethingwithin myself, be-
csuse my thoughts and reactions
today have surprised and con-
fused me.

During a very short period
ef time I have seen the results
of a great sount of violence
Suffered by blacks. I have seen
their blood all over their
clothes while smelling the
alcohol and vomit on their
breath. I hve gazed at the
torn and punctured bodies,
attached to drunken, uncompre-
hending faces. I have looked
at these eoole through the
same eyes thst have shed tears
at the mere desolation in the
fces of Johannesburg waiters.
But for my battered and broken
and intoxicated brothers here
my eyes hve been strangely
dry, unusually distan+/-.

Perhaps I have become
unfeeling fter ten months in
South Africa. Or perhaps it
simply that self degrsdation
hs no defendents, not even in
full-tiue bleeding hearts like
myself. Either way, it has been
s very sorry sight here today.

A rime-up, or first
pregnancy is brought in with

gastric pain. "Which ward do we
admit her to, Sister?" asks Dr.
Kriel.. It is a question, not a
quis "Is it a medical case or a
gynaecolegial one, Doctor?"
Dr. Erie rebuffs her gently. "At
twenty-seven weeks pregnant,
Sister, everything is gyaaecological."

12:0 a.m. Dr. Kriel
decldes to take a break at home--
he is giving the sermon at church
tomorrow and he has to look up
a few things yet. He asks me to
join him and we drive to his
house in mabatho, a few kilometers
from the hospital.

The Kriel household is still
up, and in the main roem we find
Dr. Kriel’s wife Carol, a black
medical technician am, his friend
Jeremy, two visiting white university
students from Johannesburg, four
kids (two his) in sleeping Bgs on
the living room floor, and a dog.
Itanother nice break from the
hospital.

On the way back an heur later
I ask Dr. Eriel about all of the
stab wounds I have seen. He
explains that for the number of
people out here now, the number of
stabbings is very, very low.
Although aflkeng and mabatho are
small towns, largely because of
the forced removals just before
"independenee" there are close to
two hundred thousand blacks living
in "towns" in the surrounding
bushveldt. He tells me I must
visit the hospital in Soweto order
a weekend. "There’s no comoarison
to this. You’ll think you’re in a
Vietnam field hospital during a
battle. It’s incredible."

Back in the casualty ward there
is (appropr+/-ately enough) another
split head. A very humble looking,
skinny fellow with his head shave,
and a bandage placed loosely upon
the five or six inch cut. The
sisters attend to him entirely, and
a few minutes later I walk into the
side room where they are stitching
his hed up. He is talking to
them almost continuously in Tswana.
He is very entertaining, and several
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ties the sisters have te st
stitching Because they are
laughing so hard. Then,
right in the middle ef a long
stream ef Tswana he looks at
me and says clearly in English,
"not great, but otherwise. ’’
The sisters start laughing
gain, step workimg, snd I
leave the room. I figure if he
kees stepping them he will
sober u before they finish..

A young woman wrapped
only in a blanket comes in
with a small stab wound in her
back. "Two stitches," says
Dr. Kriel tiredly. "ake that
erie if you want."

Dr. Krech takes ever from
r. Eriel but after a few min-
er cases the ward is empty. I
offer to stay u in the ward
but Dr. Krech insists I go te
slsep. She promises te call
me if she herself is called
during the night, but she
wants some sleep quite badly.

Dr. Kreeh treats me like
a goe luck charm; if I am
sseping, then perhaps she will
net be awakened tonight. I have
brought my sleeping bag, nd I
sleep en the fleer in the
aartment ef two vacationing
doctors.

Dr. Krech is right, and
sleeps undisturbed. orning
arrives as I sleep through
my 2th hour at Bophelong.
Just lik many of the unfortun-
ate arrivals I witnessed, I am
unconscious ef the arrival of
the new day.

P.S. Sorry about the absence
of photographs in this and the
previous newsletter. All of my
photographic work for the ye
about 3,000 negatives, etc.--
was lost when my ear was
broken into in August.
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